Automatic music transcription is a widely studied problem. Typically, recordings that are used for transcription are taken from standard instruments. We propose an approach to electric guitar transcription where the signal generated by each string at the guitar pickup is captured and analysed separately; thus providing six separate signals as opposed to one mixed signal, which enables finger positions to be identified. Such an instrument is known as a hexaphonic guitar and is a popular instrument for spatial music performances. We build the equipment necessary to modify a standard electric guitar into a hexaphonic guitar, and present an application of Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation to the task of transcription-where a basis for each note on the fretboard is learned and fitted to a magnitude spectrogram of the hexaphonic recording, where activations are used to generate a piano roll representation.
Introduction
We propose an alternative paradigm to electric guitar transcription, where the signal generated by each string at the guitar pickup is captured separately using a hexaphonic guitar. Thereby changing a polyphonic transcription problem into 6 monophonic problems, which ameliorates subsequent analysis and allows finger position identification. We build the equipment necessary to modify a standard electric guitar into a hexaphonic guitar. We use Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation in automatic transcription, where a fixed basis-which represents all notes on the fretboard-is learned from training data and is fitted to hexaphonic guitar recordings, resulting in a piano roll representation.
Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation
NMF gives a bilinear decomposition of multivariate data (Lee and Seung, 2001) . Goal: Approximate a non-negative matrix V ∈ R ≥0,M×T as product of two non-negative matrices W ∈ R ≥0,M×R (basis) and H ∈ R ≥0,R×T (activations),
R is the number of objects in decomposition, R ≤ M. NMF is a parts-based approach, no statistical assumptions. The NMF cost function utilising β-divergence is
Choosing β depends on statistics of data. With β = 2, Squared Euclidean Distance is obtained; for β → 1, the divergence tends to the Kullback-Leibler Divergence; and for β → 0, it tends to Itakura-Saito Divergence. The cost function is minimised using a diagonally rescaled gradient descent, resulting in multiplicative updates:
Hexaphonic Guitar Transcription Using NMF 1. Construct a non-negative representation of the training and test recordings by using the magnitude spectrogram for each string in the recording; denote as V 1 , . . . , V 6 . 2. Learn a musical note basis, W, for each string by specifying six disjoint NMF problems, Eq. 3 & 4, where the training data, V 1 , . . . , V 6 , for each string is factorised separately, and R is dependent on the number of frets. The resultant basis matrices, W 1 , . . . , W 6 , contain in their columns magnitude spectra that resemble the notes of each string, which are then rearranged in order of ascending pitch (see figure) and rescaled to the unit L 2 -norm. 3. Again specify six disjoint problems and fit V 1 , . . . , V 6 to W 1 , . . . , W 6 using the H update rule, Eq. 4. Randomly initialise H, specify β and repeat for the desired number of iterations. 4. Subsequent to fitting, identify notes from H 1 , . . . , H 6 , using a thresholded winner-takes-all scheme-correct octave-related ambiguities. 5. To identify note onsets, we mask H using the output from the winner-takes-all operation and calculate the derivative of the resultant signal, resultant peaks are identified by a local maxima peak-picking algorithm. Notes and onsets are combined to create a piano roll representation. 6. Subjectively evaluate transcription by converting the resultant piano roll representation to a MIDI file and listen to the results. 
Guitar Note Basis for Each String Guitar Modification and Recording Setup
We build a hexaphonic guitar by installing an off-theshelf Roland GK-3 divided pickup to a Fender Stratocaster electric guitar.
Hexaphonic Guitar
We build a bespoke breakout box, which connects each of the six string signals that come from the divided pickup to a phono jack socket (unfretted.net; Bates et al., 2008) . When recording we connect the six outputs from the breakout box to a Tascam US-1641 audio interface.
Breakout Box and Recording Equipment
Recordings are sampled at 44.1 kHz and stored as 16 bit WAV files. The guitar is tuned to standard tuning and the breakout box outputs, denoted 1-6, correspond to E(high) B G D A E(low).
Hexaphonic Guitar Note Basis
Training data: For each string we play the open string and progress up the fretboard playing, pressing on each fret, after the last note we play the open string again then progress down the fretboard. We constructing a magnitude spectrogram for all recordings with the following parameters: Hamming window, FFT frame = 512 and a frame overlap = 256. For all experiments β = 1 and run NMF for 300 iterations. We downsample recordings to 8 kHz. We learn a basis for each string and observe the transcription performance of each basis. 
Hexaphonic Guitar Transcription Example
We pre-learn a guitar note basis for each string. Test data: Composition based on the C/G chord and has 3 parts:(1) each string of the chord is played twice in descending order from strings 6 to 1 (2) string 1 is played 3 times at the first fret then played open (3) the chord is played once and held for a few seconds. The resultant piano roll representation reveals the composition of the musical recording, where parts (1) & (3) are perfectly transcribed, and part (2) exhibits only one spurious note. Listening to the MIDI file version of the transcription, verifies the quality of the transcription. 
Conclusion
We presented a novel paradigm for automatic guitar transcription, where we use a hexaphonic guitar, which enables finger positions to be identified. We fitted the magnitude spectrograms of a hexaphonic recording to a pre-learned guitar-note basis for each string using NMF and generated a piano roll transcription.
